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Description

I would like to be able to have two different type of versions in a project. Software versions and Hardware versions.

We have created a new custom field attached to versions which is a List with 2 options: HW, SW.

When we create a new version in a project, we select if it is a HW or SW version.

When someone creates a new defect issue we want the system to ask the user to introduce two different versions:

1. Affected Software Version: it must show a list with ONLY versions marked as SW

2. Affected Hardware Version: it must show a list with ONLY versions marked as HW

Currently redmine only allows to filter the list of versions to show in a custom field by state of the version and it would be nice to be

able to filter the list options by fields attached to the version.

Related issues:

Related to Redmine - Feature #18560: Show issues with custom field of type Ve... New

History

#1 - 2015-07-16 04:41 - Toshi MARUYAMA

- Description updated

#2 - 2015-12-16 14:03 - Emanuel Reisinger

That would be great! We have a similar use case.

I vote for it +1000

#3 - 2016-06-06 18:16 - Dipan Mehta

This issue appears very different from the issue #18560 . However, the same solution can follow.

Basically, you can have a 'custom field' "Type" for each version. And then, when you define any other custom field (for issue or otherwise) which is of

type version - it should ask for criteria as "field name" and values can be some conditions. If the field type has multiple values it can be selected which

ones applies. The versions qualified under that condition will then be appeared in the corresponding version field.

In specific you will have 2 custom fields: HW version & SW version. When you are defining 'HW version' - Version-type will be HW and vice-versa.

Following issues have almost the same demands: Do add related

#685

#14250

#18560

#17962

#20100

#4 - 2016-07-02 06:04 - Toshi MARUYAMA

- Related to Feature #18560: Show issues with custom field of type Version as related issues in the Roadmap added
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